STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL
PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE
13 February 2020
Application
No:
Location

SMD/2019/0717
White Hart Hotel Alton

Proposal

Listed Building Consent for internal alterations including the
removal of existing bar and construction of new bar in revised
location
Applicant
Mr Wilkinson
Agent
Hewitt and Carr Architects
Parish/ward
Alton/ Alton
Date registered
27th November 2019
If you have a question about this report please contact: Arne Swithenbank
tel: 01538 395578 or e-mail arne.swithenbank@staffsmoorlands.gov.uk
REFERRAL
The application is for Listed Building Consent and is referred to Committee due
to the applicant’s relationship with Cllr Wilkinson.
1.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION
Approve with conditions.

2.
2.1

3.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND ITS SURROUNDINGS
The White Hart Inn is a Grade II listed building which is located within
the Alton and Farley Conservation Area. It is located at the centre of
the village and is surrounded by other listed buildings which form the
medieval core of the village. The pub is now run by Alton community.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL

3.1

The proposals involve relocating the existing bar to the main serving area.
The present bar is on a diagonal across a front corner of the room. The
proposal is to construct a replacement bar in a shallow U plan layout
positioned centrally against the rear wall of the room.

3.2

The application is submitted with a Heritage Statement.

3.3

The link below to the Council’s website is where the detail of this
application can be viewed at:
http://publicaccess.staffsmoorlands.gov.uk/portal/servlets/Applicatio
nSearchServlet

4.

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

4.1

04/01472/LBC – Internal alterations to Listed Building (removal of
internal walls and reconfiguration of layout) – approved

4.2

05/00283/FUL – Reconfiguration of public house including vacant
shop – approved

4.3

13/00045/LBC
– minor internal alterations – approved – not
implemented – a scheme closely similar to the present proposal

5.
5.1

PLANNING POLICIES RELEVANT TO THE DECISION
The development plan comprises the adopted Staffordshire Moorlands
Core Strategy Development Plan Document (26th March 2014) and
supporting evidence documents.
Core Strategy Development Plan (Adopted 26th March 2014),
SS1
Development Principles
SS1a Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
DC1
Design Considerations
DC2
The Historic Environment
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) February 2019
Paragraphs
1 – 14
Section 4
Decision making
Section 16
Conserving and Enhancing the historic environment
Local Plan Submission Version (February 2018)
SS1
Development Principles
SS1a Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
DC1
Design Considerations
DC2
The Historic Environment
Local Plan process

5.2

The Council agreed to publish the Local Plan Submission Version for
representations in February 2018. At this point, the Council agreed that the
Local Plan was “sound”. Formal representations were then invited from
residents, businesses and other stakeholders to provide them with the

opportunity to support or challenge the soundness or legal compliance of the
Local Plan. This stage in the process followed three previous public
consultations since 2015 which had informed the preparation of the Local Plan
alongside a comprehensive evidence base.
5.3

In June 2018, the Council subsequently agreed to submit the Local Plan
Submission Version to the Secretary of State for examination. An examination
in public is ongoing in order to determine whether the Local Plan is sound and
legally compliant. Hearing sessions were conducted in October 2018 and the
Inspector issued his initial post-hearing advice in January 2019 which set out
some actions for the Council and a range of modifications that would be
necessary to make the plan sound. The full schedule of modifications was
agreed by the Council and the subject of public consultation between 18th
September 2019 and 31st October 2019.
The schedule consisted of
modifications that the Inspector has deemed necessary to make the Local Plan
sound. Following the consultation, the Inspector concluded that further hearing
sessions were necessary to consider; proposals for safeguarded land at Gillow
Heath in Biddulph, housing land supply, Local Green Spaces in Cheddleton (Ox
Pasture), Biddulph (Dorset Drive and implications for the emerging
neighbourhood plan) and Blythe Bridge. They were scheduled to held on 4th
and 5th February. The Inspector will outline the timetable for next steps in the
process at the close of the hearings.

5.4

In this context, the Council’s position on the weight to be given to the policies
contained in the Local Plan Submission Version in terms of the three criteria set
out in Paragraph 48 of the NPPF is as follows:
The stage of preparation: the Local Plan is now at an advanced stage
of preparation as the main modifications have been subject to
consultation
The extent to which there are unresolved objections to relevant
policies: this varies depending on the policy in question. The Inspector
wishes to explore outstanding objections on a limited number of issues
at the February hearing sessions further before drawing conclusions.
The degree of consistency of policies with the NPPF: policies have
been modified to address soundness issues identified by the Inspector
to date. It is the Council’s view that the policies (as modified) are
consistent with national policy. The Inspector has yet to draw final
conclusions, particularly on the matters subject to further hearing
sessions.
Given the above, the majority of policies (as modified) can be given substantial
weight. However, policies that are subject to the February hearing sessions can
only be given moderate weight as they are subject to outstanding objections
and scrutiny.

6.

CONSULTATIONS CARRIED OUT
Public

6.1

Neighbour consultations were undertaken, with an expiry date of the 19th
December 2019. A Press advertisement was placed for response by 1st
January 2020. A site notice was posted for responses by 8th January 2020
which became the latest response date for all public representations. No
representations received.
Parish Council

6.2
6.3

7.

Alton Parish Council – No objection.
SMDC Conservation Officer
This scheme was previously approved in 2013 (13/00045/LBC) but clearly not
implemented. At the time I raised no objections as the bar area is not historic
and the realignment of the bar would actually create more of a legible
arrangement. No harm to the building’s significance.
POLICY AND MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS / PLANNING BALANCE
Policy Context

7.1 The Local Planning Authority is required to determine planning applications in
accordance with the Development Plan unless there are material
circumstances which indicate otherwise. In this case the Development Plan for
the Staffordshire Moorlands District Council consists of the Adopted
Staffordshire Moorlands Core Strategy Development Plan Document (March
2014) with regard also being given to the provisions of the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF).
7.2 For a Listed Building there is a statutory duty placed on Local Planning
Authorities under Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990 to consider the impact of the proposal on the
special architectural and historic interest of the Listed Building affected, and its
setting.
7.3 A Local Planning Authority can only discharge its duty if it has carried out a
proper assessment of the impact on a Conservation Area and/or a Listed
Building, is conscious of the duty and has demonstrably applied it in assessing
the proposal. This assessment extends to setting, the surroundings in which a
heritage asset is experienced.
7.4 In its general approach in accordance with policies SS1 and SS1a, the Council
expects the development and the use of land to contribute positively to the
social, economic and environmental improvement of the Staffordshire
Moorlands. When considering development proposals the Council will take a
positive approach that reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable

development contained in the NPPF. This means supporting proposals that
accord with the policies in the Core Strategy shall be approved without delay,
unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
7.5 Where there are no policies relevant to the application, or relevant policies are
out of date at the time of making the decision, the Council will grant permission
unless material considerations indicate otherwise – taking into account
whether: (a) any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the
National Planning Policy Framework taken as a whole; or (b) specific policies in
that Framework indicate that development should be restricted.
7.6

NPPF paragraph 193 states that when considering the impact of a proposed
development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight
should be given to the asset’s conservation.

7.7 Paragraph 194 goes on to say that: “any harm or loss [to a heritage asset]
should require clear and convincing justification.”
7.8 NPPF paragraph 196 states that: “Where a development proposal will lead to
less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset,
this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal,
including securing its optimum viable use.”
Design/Heritage
7.9

The listing for the application site defines the public house as:
“House now inn. C18 with later alterations. Ashlar with herring bone tooling
painted white; plain tile roof with coped verge to the right; brick integral end
stacks. Aligned not-east/south-west facing south east. 2 storeys, the right
hand bay slightly taller and with projecting plinth; 3 bays, casements; door to
right of centre.”

7.10

It is noted that a similar scheme was approved in 2013, and although not
implemented, the Council concluded that there was no harm caused to the
historic fabric of the building. As in 2013 application, the relocation of the bar
would allow a more legible arrangement of the facilities within the public
house. The repositioning of the bar would sustain and enhance the
significance of the heritage asset, to the benefit of the wider community.

7.11

Accordingly it is considered that the proposals would not harm to the heritage
significance of this building, and indeed would sustain it, in accordance with
the relevant policies of the Core Strategy, Emerging Local Plan and the
National Planning Policy Framework.

8.

Conclusion and Planning Balance

8.1 In conclusion the proposals would not result in any harm to the heritage asset,
a Grade II Listed building. Indeed the proposals would sustain the heritage
asset and therefore accords with paragraph 192 of the National Planning Policy
Framework.
8

RECOMMENDATION
A. Approve subject to the following conditions:
1. The works hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of
three years from the date of this consent.
Reason:- To comply with Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act, 2004 and Section 18 of the Listed Buildings Act.
2. The development hereby approved shall be in accordance with the
details as submitted in the application form and submitted
specifications and as shown in drawings:
00926 PL(0) 01A and
00926 PL(0) 02
Reason: To ensure that the development is in accordance with the
submitted details and approved plans, in the interests of good planning,
for clarity and the avoidance of doubt.
B In the event of any changes being needed to the wording of the
Committee’s
decision
(such
as
to
delete,
vary
or
add
conditions/informatives/planning
obligations
or
reasons
for
approval/refusal) prior to the decision being issued, the Head of
Development Services has delegated authority to do so in consultation with
the Chairman of the Planning Applications Committee, provided that the
changes do not exceed the substantive nature of the Committee’s decision
Informatives
1. This recommendation is made following careful consideration of all the
issues raised through the application process. The proposed
development is judged to be of suitable design and meets the tests of
sustainability in planning. There are not judged to be any adverse
implications for heritage. As the application was considered acceptable
there was no need for any negotiation or amendment as would
otherwise be advocated within the National Planning Policy Framework
paragraph 38.

White Hart Hotel, Alton

